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Abstract. We show that the Schwarzschild and Kerr Metrics can be derived on any Reimannian 
manifold. Since any differentiable manifolds CM be given a Riemann Metric, we conclude that 
the Schwarzschild and Kerr Metrics hold on differentiable manifolds in general. 
Relativists for some time have debated as to whether or not to represent space-time as a 
differentiable manifold. To do so, however, seems to be in vogue with those relativists who 
approach the subject mathematically. In any case, one does gain generality by working on 
manifolds. It is not our purpose to either defend or contest representation of space-time 
as a differentiable manifold. Rather, we wish to demonstrate how the Schwarzschild and 
Kerr Metrics can be derived on differentiable manifolds. To this end, we go through the 
respective derivations as given in (2) and show that this can be done. 
THE DEMONSTRATION 
The Cartan structure equations state in the case of an affinely connected manifold with 
zero torsion that 
(1) 
and 
;Rjlkrn ekh em = d4’ + wjc Aw; (2) 
where our notation is as in (2). The conponents of the Riemann tensor Rjlkm can be 
computed when the metric is of the form 
ds* = -c e2UA(dxA)2 - eZJl(dxl - c pA dxA)* (3) 
A A 
and summation over A is restricted to the values 2,3, and 4. To apply the Cartan structure 
equations, one takes WA = eUAdxA and w1 = e+(dx’ - CA qA dxA) and then computes 
dwA. From Cartan’s first equation of structure, 
and 
dw’ = - c w’AhwA (4) 
A 
dwA = - c wABhwB - w;4A w1 (5) 
A 
The connection forms w’A and wAB can then be found, the exterior derivations dw’j 
computed, and Cartan’s second equation of structure can be used to find all components of 
the Riemann tensor. 
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One can write the most general metric for a spherically symmetric space-time in the form 
-ds’ = e2”4(dx4)” + e2G(dx1)’ + e’“2(dx’)* + e’“3(dx3)?. (6) 
This is the form of the metric in (3). The components of the Riemann tensor can be 
computed as in the general case outlined above. The Einstein equations can then be solved 
and by relations arising from the Riemann tensors and the Einstein equations, the metric 
(6) can be put in the form 
ds* = 1 - y(dt)* - $& - t* [(de)’ + (d&’ sin%] 
r 
(7) 
which is the Schwarzschild solution. 
For the Kerr metric, one starts with a metric 
ds2 = e*“(dt)* - e*@(dd - wdt)2 - e2”2(dx2) - e”3(dz3)* (8) 
appropriate to stationary axisymmetric space-times. Here, v,$J,w, 212, and,zls are functions 
of x2 and x3. With the basis one-forms 
w* = e”dt, w1 = e*(dq5 - wdt), w2 = e”2dx2 and w3 = e”3dx3, (9) 
one writes down the components of the Riemann tensor in a tetrad-frame and via 6he Cartan 
structure equations, finds all components of the Riemann tensor and then solves the Einstein 
equations. The result is the (8) can be put in the form 
ds* = p* $W* - g(& - ydt)*sin*O - $(dr)2 - p’(d6)’ (10) 
where is the Kerr metric. - 
Clearly our derivations can be effected on any affinely connected manifolds with zero 
torsion. By the parallelism of Levi-Civita, any Riemannian manifold can be given an affine 
connection with zero torsion. Since any differentiable manifold can be endowed with a 
Riemann metric, we conclude that the Schwarzschild 
any differentiable manifold in general. 
and Kerr Metrics can be derived on 
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